DNA repair in stem cell maintenance and conversion to cancer stem cells.
Genomic stability is essential for cell and organism longevity. Without genomic stability, replication errors and external stress as well as direct forms of DNA damage can induce mutations, which decrease cell survival, cause altered gene expression, and can lead to cellular transformation. All represent the antithesis of maintenance of normal stem cell function. We argue here that genomic stability is essential for stem cell maintenance and longevity. This concept is supported by human diseases associated with premature aging and animal models of DNA damage repair abnormalities all of which lead to abnormalities of stem cell survival. Furthermore, with competitive repopulation, hematopoietic stem cell survival can be assessed in the face of DNA repair defects, and results from these studies support the general conclusion that chemotherapy and other forms of DNA damage lead to stem cell failure syndromes and malignant transformation most commonly along the myeloid and lymphoid pathways. Thus one origin of the cancer stem cell phenotype is the inability to maintain genomic stability among the stem cell population leading to mutational alterations and transformation. Capturing stem cells at this transition point represents an exciting field of discovery possibly leading to early detection and therapeutic interventions.